
I first met the Hackney Potter  
at university in the art studios in 2004. A fair few years later walking 
through London Fields we bumped into each other and now, well now is 
now! 
 
Over the past three years I have been watching the Facebook and 
Instagram page of my old uni pal, seeing the beautiful mugs, vases and 
other beautiful pieces popping up on my feed as Hackney Potter 
develops and builds their repertoire. 

Bumping into HP that day was perfect timing. I was looking for inspiration 
and seeking new stock so we went to the studio. I wanted to learn more 
about both the Hackney Potter and these hand-warming, snug, cozy and 

I asked Hackney Potter how the hobby turned into a livelihood 
and here’s what they had to say:  
’Pottery was something I’d tried my hand at a few times over the years, but at first, like many other crafts and 
hobbies, it didn't stick. Not until I started attending the Hackney City Farm open workshop that is. The open 
workshop at HCF offered me a chance to simply play with clay and discover it anew. It quickly became an 
obsession and I was soon attending both sessions each week.  

Pottery is wonderful because even as a beginner it is easy to shape and create something, but there is so much 
scope to learn and improve. I never lost my initial excitement, instead I developed a passion for learning that I 
hadn't had since those long ago uni days! 

Eventually I gave up my full time job to plunge into the world of ceramics. I really haven't looked back, and am still 
as excited to learn and grown now as I was then. 
I aim to create pottery that fits in with peoples’ lives, functional objects that look good and work well. It’s an ever-
developing process as I introduce new items and make tweaks to old favourites.’


